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Gratitude in times of difficulty 

  

How many of us have faced a 

setback, a dilemma, or a difficulty? 

Was our first reaction “Why is it 

happening to me?”, “Why is Allah 

(swt) testing me?”.  

“If only I hadn’t…” 

How many of us wished we hadn’t 

made that one decision that led to 

the cause of the current difficulty? 

Remember those thoughts that 

start “If only I hadn’t ….”: 

“If only I hadn’t eaten that dinner, 

I wouldn’t have contracted this 

disease.” 

“If only I hadn’t travelled overseas, 

I wouldn’t have got into an 

accident and broken my leg, 

making me disabled.” 

“If only I hadn’t delayed going to 

see the doctor, my illness would 

have been diagnosed early on, and 

I could’ve been cured.” 

This applies not just to medical 

setbacks, but also other setbacks: 

“If only I hadn’t accepted this job, 

instead of the other one I was 

offered.” 

“If only I hadn’t played so much, I 

would have passed the exams by 

now.” 

Often, the second half of the regret 

is left unsaid: 

“If only I hadn’t said that to the 

boss, …” 

“If only I hadn’t neglected my 

children when they were young, …” 

“If only I hadn’t ignored my 

parent’s advice, …” 

The list just goes on. 

It’s all destiny (qadr) 

Looking back and thinking about 

these things is all well and good, 

but is it the correct approach to 

life? Should we feel miserable for 

our past actions and live a life full 

of worry and sadness? What does 

Islam say about all this?   

Firstly, destiny (qadr) has already 

been predetermined by Allah. Yes, 

you and I were meant to fail that 

exam, get that disease, break a 

leg, and so on. It was already 

predetermined for us. We need to 

remember that Allah (swt) has the 

ultimate control and all that 

happens is due to His decree. 

Allah (swt) says in the Holy Quran 

(9:51), “Say, ‘Never will we be 

struck except by what Allah has 

decreed for us; He is our 

protector.’ And upon Allah let the 

believers rely.” 

 

In the name of Allah, 

most Gracious, most Merciful 
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And in another place (57:22-23), 

He says, “No disaster strikes upon 

the earth or among yourselves 

except that it is in a register before 

We bring it into being. Indeed that, 

for Allah, is easy. In order that you 

do not despair over what has 

eluded you and not exult [in pride] 

over what He has given you. And 

Allah does not like everyone self-

deluded and boastful.” 

So, it is clear from the above 

verses that Allah (swt) alone 

decides what happens to us and 

that regretting our past actions is 

of little use for we cannot go back 

in time and change it, and if it had 

been destined for us, we wouldn’t 

have missed it anyway. 

The man who tried to cheat 

death 

There is a story about the man 

who tried to cheat death at the 

time of Prophet Sulaiman (as). It is 

narrated that a young man, sitting 

in the company of Sulaiman (as), 

saw the Angel of Death staring at 

him. He got very uncomfortable 

and asked the Prophet to send him 

far away, to India, as he was afraid 

to die. Prophet Sulaiman (as), 

given his powers of controlling 

wind, immediately ordered the 

wind to transport him to India. 

Shortly after that, the Angel of 

Death came back to Sulaiman (as) 

in amazement. When questioned, 

the Angel said that he was indeed 

meant to take this man’s soul in 

India, but was shocked to see him 

in the company of Prophet 

Sulaiman (as). 

The Prophet explained to the Angel 

that the man specifically requested 

him to be transported somewhere 

far away to cheat death; however, 

he was unsuccessful.  

The moral of the above story is 

that we cannot change the decree 

of Allah (swt), no matter what we 

try, even if it is as great as 

cheating death. Subhan Allah! 

How we should react 

Now that we have established that 

everything is decreed by Allah 

(swt), we will consider how we 

should react to calamities and 

difficulties in life. Yes, as we go 

through difficult times, we will feel 

sad, and we need to give time for 

our emotions to naturally heal and 

come out. However, it does not 

mean we continue to be sad and 

worried for the rest of our lives. 

We need to understand that each 

trial, dilemma, or difficulty has 

been tailor-made for us by Allah 

(swt). He is testing us to see how 

we react in such situations.  

He says in the Holy Quran (2:286), 

“Allah does not charge a soul 

except [with that within] its 

capacity.” Allah (swt) is saying 

that, however difficult it may seem 

to be, we have the capacity to 

endure it, Subhan Allah! 

Why should we be thankful? 

So what should a believer do in 

times of difficulty? 

Yes, we should pray more, get 

closer to Allah (swt) and offer dua. 

However, we should also be 

thankful to Him. Why should we be 

thankful in times of difficulty? Here 

are five reasons: 
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1 For bringing us closer to Him. If 

we hadn’t gone through the 

trial, we would have forgotten 

our Lord and strayed away 

from the deen. Trials will bring 

us closer to Him. 

2 For developing ourselves. By 

going through this trial, we 

become better persons. We can 

become more mature and able 

to handle even worse 

circumstances in the future. 

3 We are able to relate to others 

and advise them. As we go 

through this trial, we are able 

to relate to others who have 

gone through similar problems. 

Then we can use our 

experience to help and advise 

others. 

4 Our sins are wiped off. The 

scholars say that when a 

person is afflicted with difficulty 

or a painful disease, his sins 

are wiped off during his 

suffering. When people die of a 

terminal illness such as cancer, 

the scholars have said that this 

person has been purified just 

before his death. Subhan Allah! 

5 We may not know it, but Allah 

(swt) might have just saved us 

from a bigger calamity. 

Remember the person who was 

regretting his travel which led 

to a broken leg? Maybe Allah 

(swt) saved him from an even 

bigger calamity. Maybe he 

would have lost his life. 

Instead, Allah (swt) merely 

took away one of his legs and 

gave him time to do more good 

in this world. 

How can we be thankful? 

The Prophet (saw) said, “Look to 

those who have less than you, and 

do not look to those who have 

more.  This is more appropriate so 

that you do not overlook (or 

undervalue) the blessings of Allah 

that you have.” 

For example, you may have only 

an average car. Rather than 

looking at someone who has an 

expensive car, look at the person 

who is travelling by bicycle or by 

bus. We need to be thankful for 

what He has given us. 

In the example of the person who 

lost a leg, look at the person who 

is completely disabled and bed-

ridden, or the one who cannot 

move without the assistance of 

someone else. 

We can, therefore, be grateful for 

what Allah (swt) has given us, by 

saying the words “Alhamdulillah” 

(“All praises and thanks to Allah”). 

We can be thankful to Allah by 

praying some additional prayers, 

such as nafl prayers, or fasting a 

day or two. 

We can be thankful by giving in 

charity, whether in the form of 

money, time or skills. 

We can be thankful by helping 

someone, such as a disabled 

person or a special needs child. 

We can be thankful by simply 

saying “Subhana rabbil atheem wa 

bihamdihi” (“Glory to my Lord, the 

Exalted”). 

Conclusion 

This article has looked at how 

difficulties are a test for us, and 

why we should be thankful for 

these tests and how we can go 

about doing so. May Allah (swt) not 

burden us beyond what we can 

bear. May He make things easy for 

us and show us the right path. 
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 Islamophobic media bias in Australia 

 
A recent report by OnePath1 

documents the number, 

percentage and tone of articles 

about Islam in Australian media in 

the calendar year 2017, in 

particular newspapers owned by 

Rupert Murdoch: The Australian, 

The Daily Telegraph, The Herald 

Sun, The Courier Mail and The 

Advertiser. This article highlights 

the main facts and figures of that 

report. Rocket Science readers are 

encouraged to read it more fully1. 

Islamophobic reporting in 

figures 

Over the year, the report found 

that 2,891 negative articles 

appeared in those five newspapers, 

where Islam and Muslims were 

mentioned alongside words like 

violence, extremism, terrorism and 

radical. This equates to over eight 

articles per day for the whole year. 

Of that figure of 2,891, 152 of the 

articles appeared on the front 

page of the newspaper. The 

frequency of these articles is 

shown in the graphic. The 

OnePath report1 contains pictures 

of 145 of these front pages. 

The report examined the writing of 

six of the most controversial 

commentators in the Australian 

news media. The total number of 

their opinion pieces in the 

newspapers is shown in the 

graphic on the next page, along 

with the number of those opinion 

pieces that were Islamophobic. 

The average for these six writers 

is 31%, nearly one third. Also, as 

OnePath comment, “Even though 

they are stated to be ‘opinion’ 

pieces, they are often written as 

fact.” 

 

 

Rupert Murdoch 
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Sensationalist language 

The OnePath report1 also gives five 

examples where the reporting of 

events involving Muslims was 

overblown by the Murdoch press. 

“Many of the most absurd and 

overblown examples of coverage 

come from issues that the Murdoch 

media highlighted by themselves, 

dragging the rest of Australia into 

their worldview”1. The five sample 

headlines are: 

Two finger salute: a photo of 

Yassmin Abdel-Magied (using her 

second and fifth fingers, rather 

than the second and third, and 

seemingly unconnected to the 

story), who highlighted the plight 

of refugees on the islands of Manus 

and Nauru, and the ongoing plight 

of Muslims and others in Syria, 

Palestine, etc. 

This means war (also Enemy at the 

gates and In the firing line: about 

government and police policy 

regarding terrorism. As OnePath 

point out, “In 2016, 2,886 

Australians died in relation to 

suicide, whilst 0 people died from a 

terrorist attack on Australian soil. 

Yet in the 2017 budget, the federal 

government allocated $7.2 million 

to the ANZ Counter-Terrorism 

Committee, and only $2.1 million 

to suicide prevention and 

awareness.”  

Same sex jihad: reporting Muslim 

opposition to homosexual 

“marriage”. To Muslims, this is an 

acceptable headline, in that (i) 

Islam clearly forbids 

homosexuality, (ii) to Muslims, 

jihad primarily means a struggle to 

promote what is good and halal, 

and to fight what is not. This was 

in connection with an Australian 

vote on the topic, but the headline 

implies that there is no possible 

counterargument to homosexual 

“marriage”. However, to many 

non-Muslim Australians, as for 

many other westerners, jihad is 

erroneously equated with “holy 

war”, and thus sounds violent. 
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1 By the Numbers. 
OnePath Network, 18 
February. 
onepathnetwork.com/i
slam-in-the-media-

2017/?utm_source=R
evised+Newsletter+Li
st&utm_campaign=a5

e270950f-
Seven+Quran+Verses
+that+Protect+Wome
n+in+Marriage&utm_
medium=email&utm_t

erm=0_c437cc6d43-
a5e270950f-
150490309&mc_cid=
a5e270950f&mc_eid=
6141db0f55 

2 en.wikipedia.org/ 
wiki/December_2017_
Melbourne_car_attack 

3 O’Donnell, K., 
Davis, R., & Ewart, J. 
(2017). Non-Muslim 
Australians’ 
knowledge of Islam: 
Identifying and 
rectifying knowledge 
deficiencies. Journal 

of Muslim Minority 
Affairs, 37:1, pp. 41-
54. 

4 Ewart, J., Pearson, 
M., & Healy, G. 
(2016). Journalists’ 

and educators’ 
perspectives on news 

media reporting of 
Islam and Muslim 
communities in 
Australia and New 
Zealand. Journal of 
Media and Religion, 
15:3, pp. 136-145. 
 

 

Allah, Allah, Allah, Oi, oi, oi (also 

Behead of the class): claiming 

Punchbowl Boys High School, New 

South Wales, was a hotbed of 

radicalism and encouraged 

disrespect of women and the 

police. This is despite a previous 

report in which “the replacement 

school principal Robert Patruno … 

confirmed students were in fact 

respecting their female teachers 

and that he had found no evidence 

of Islamic State sympathisers at 

the school.” 

Allah rants: in relation to a car 

attack on pedestrians in Melbourne 

on 21 December. One person was 

killed and 19 injured. The Murdoch 

newspapers seized on unconfirmed 

reports that the perpetrator had 

mumbled something about Allah 

and the Australian Security 

Intelligence Organisation (ASIO). It 

transpired that the perpetrator, an 

Australian of Afghan refugee origin 

with the Muslim name Saeed Noori, 

was known to police because of a 

history of drug use and mental 

health issues. So, hardly a model 

mainstream Muslim. The next day, 

“the Victorian Police stated that 

while they had not yet determined 

Noori's motivations, ‘we haven't 

found anything at all to indicate his 

linkage or involvement with any 

type of extremism, with any 

terrorism organisation or anything 

of a terrorist nature’"2. 

In short, five sensationalist front-

page headlines that were either 

overblown or later shown to be 

untrue. Unfortunately, by then the 

damage has been done, and some 

people will believe the untruth. As 

someone once said, “If you tell a 

lie big enough and keep repeating 

it, people will eventually come to 

believe it.” (This was Joseph 

Goebbels, Hitler’s head of 

propaganda.) 

Australian ignorance about 

Islam 

“In 2016, an Essential Report 

found that 49% of Australians 

supported a ban on Muslim 

immigration to Australia. Another 

poll by the Australian National 

University found that 71% of 

Australians were concerned about 

the rise of Islamic extremism 

locally. In the same year however, 

researchers at Griffith University 

found that 70% of Australians 

believed that they themselves 

knew ‘little to nothing about the 

religion and its adherents’ 

(O’Donnell 2017)3, despite the 

disproportionate coverage of Islam 

and Muslims in the media shown 

above”1. 

Islamophobia in Australia seems to 

be driven largely by the media. 

And we must remember what 

business the media are in. As 

Charles Morton from Victoria Police 

Media put it, “At the end of the 

day, they want to shift [ie sell] 

newspapers” (Ewart 2016)4. As 

OnePath1 put it, “The reality is, 

print news is a struggling industry, 

and a very effective method for 

selling newspapers is fear, 

sensation and drama.” 
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 Muslim player stars in AFL final 

 

In New Zealand, rugby union is the 

sport that is the national 

obsession, followed by rugby 

league, cricket, football and 

netball. Across the Tasman Sea in 

Australia, Australian rules football 

is also big, but it has a very low 

profile in Aotearoa. As a result, 

most New Zealanders will have 

never heard of Bachar Houli1. 

Houli is an Australia-born 

Australian rules footballer. His 

parents are of Lebanese origin. He 

has said it was hard growing up a 

devout Muslim and playing 

Australian rules football. There was 

little organised sport played in 

Islamic schools, and he had to 

sneak out in his earlier years in 

order to play games without his 

parents knowing. 

“When I entered into the system of 

AFL, I was 18 years old, and 

subhan Allah, the majority of 

people knew the person I was. 

They knew that Bachar Houli was 

this person who was a practising 

Muslim.” 

He started his AFL playing career 

with Essendon, and transferred to 

the Richmond Tigers in 2011. 

The 2017 AFL final was held on 30 

September between Richmond and 

the Adelaide Crows, with a crowd 

of 100,000. Richmond won 108 – 

60, with Houli scoring a goal. Houli 

was the runner-up for the Norm 

Smith Medal awarded to the final’s 

best player, although some media 

commentators suggested Houli 

deserved it2. 
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In a video3, Houli explains how he 

did not forget his Muslim faith 

during the post-match 

celebrations. 

 “When we won the [Grand Final] 

game, we got together, and 

obviously there was alcohol and 

drinking within the vicinity. One of 

my teammates pulled me aside 

and he said [referring to the 

Islamic prohibition of alcohol] 

‘Bashar, do not change the person 

you are. The person that we know 

you are is a proud Australian 

Muslim. Do not change your ways 

just because we’ve won a grand 

final.’  I said, ‘Have a good night. 

I’ll see you guys tomorrow. I’m 

going home to my family.’ And the 

response was amazing. ‘Go home. 

Enjoy your family’s company. We 

are so proud of you.’ This is 

something that makes you feel 

proud, because of the fact that I 

didn’t enjoy myself with my fellow 

teammates by sharing a drink or 

two. In fact, they respected the 

person I am and supported me to 

continue to practise what I practise 

and believe in. Alhamdu lillah!” 

 

1 en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bachar_Houli 
2 Coaches Damien Hardwick and Don Pyke 
awarded Tiger Bachar Houli best afield in AFL 
grand final. Herald Sun, 2 october 2017. 
www.heraldsun.com.au/sport/afl/teams/rich

mond/social-media-reacts-to-norm-smith-
medal-voting-was-bachar-houli-robbed/news-
story/40f66af671e6c3f6b50bb39598b29d66 
3 What’s it like to be an Aussie Muslim? 
OnePath, 28 February 2018. 
onepathnetwork.com/whats-it-like-to-
be-an-aussie-muslim/ 

 

 

 

Houli performs hajj, 2014 

 

Bachar Houli, his wife Rouba and daughter Sarah 
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 Voice of Islam 

 
VOI delivers the message of Islam based on the teachings of the Noble 

Quran and the Sunnah (practices) of the Prophet Muhammad (saw). 

VOI television is broadcast on: 

 APNA TV (Freeview channel 36)(10.30 am Sun) 

 Face TV (SKYTV channel 83) in New Zealand (11.30 am Sat & 9.00 am 

Sun) 

 Southern Television (Freeview Channel 39) in Dunedin and Southland 

(see TV guide for times) 

 Mai TV (Fiji Broadcasting Corporation) in Fiji (9.00 am Sun) 

 Metro TV in Ghana, West Africa (see TV guide for times) 
 

 

7 & 8 April 
Quran: 4: 135 standing firm for justice. 
Animation: How satin stops us from Quran. 
My path to Islam: Kurt Wallace. 
Amazed by the Quran: A horrifying scene by Nouman Ali Khan. 
Documentary: Miracles of the Quran 2 part 3. 
  
14 & 15 April 
Quran: 4: 135 standing firm for justice. 
Animation: How to be content with your destiny. 
Lecture: Angels, books & the Last Day by Yusuf Estes. 
Amazed by the Quran: A new rising by Nouman Ali Khan. 
  
21 & 22 April 
Quran: 4: 135 standing firm for justice. 
Animation: How to deal with the opposite gender. 
My path to Islam: Mujahid Karim Taylor. 
Amazed by the Quran: A strange thing by Nouman Ali Khan 
Documentary: Miracles of the Quran 2 part 4. 
  
28 & 29 April 
Quran: 4: 135 standing firm for justice. 
Animation: How to find peace in life. 
Lecture: Islamophobia and trials facing Muslims today by Yasir Qadhi. 
Documentary: Miracles of the Quran 2 part 5. 
 

Watch VOI online, or order a free copy of the Quran: www.voitv.org 
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The angels keep on 

asking Allah’s 

forgiveness for any 

one of you, as long 

as he is at his 

praying place and 

he does not pass 

wind. They say, “Oh 

Allah! Forgive him. 

Oh Allah! Be 

Merciful to him.” 

(Hadith Bukhari) 
 

 

Auckland prayer timetable for April 2018 
(from www.islamicfinder.org. For other cities in New Zealand, see 

www.fianz.co.nz). 

 Date Fajr Sunrise Dhuhr Asr 1 Asr 2 Maghrib Isha 

NB: Put clocks back one hour for the end 

of daylight savings (winter time) 

1 05:09  06:34  12:26  03:44  04:33  06:16  07:37  

2 05:10  06:35  12:25  03:43  04:32  06:15  07:36  

3 05:11  06:35  12:25  03:42  04:31  06:13  07:34  

4 05:12  06:36  12:25  03:41  04:29  06:12  07:33  

5 05:13  06:37  12:25  03:40  04:28  06:10  07:31  

6 05:14  06:38  12:24  03:39  04:27  06:09  07:30  

7 05:15  06:39  12:24  03:38  04:25  06:08  07:28  

8 05:15  06:40  12:24  03:37  04:24  06:06  07:27  

9 05:16  06:41  12:23  03:36  04:23  06:05  07:26  

10 05:17  06:42  12:23  03:34  04:22  06:03  07:24  

11 05:17  06:42  12:23  03:34  04:22  06:03  07:24  

12 05:19  06:43  12:23  03:32  04:19  06:00  07:22  

13 05:20  06:44  12:22  03:31  04:18  05:59  07:20  

14 05:20  06:45  12:22  03:30  04:17  05:58  07:19  

15 05:21  06:46  12:22  03:29  04:15  05:56  07:18  

16 05:22  06:47  12:22  03:28  04:14  05:55  07:16  

17 05:23  06:48  12:21  03:27  04:13  05:54  07:15  

18 05:24  06:48  12:21  03:26  04:12  05:52  07:14  

19 05:24  06:49  12:21  03:25  04:11  05:51  07:13  

20 05:25  06:50  12:21  03:24  04:09  05:50  07:11  

21 05:26  06:51  12:21  03:23  04:08  05:49  07:10  

22 05:27  06:52  12:20  03:22  04:07  05:47  07:09  

23 05:27  06:53  12:20  03:21  04:06  05:46  07:08  

24 05:28  06:54  12:20  03:20  04:05  05:45  07:07  

25 05:29  06:55  12:20  03:19  04:03  05:44  07:06  

26 05:29  06:55  12:20  03:19  04:03  05:44  07:06  

27 05:30  06:56  12:19  03:17  04:01  05:41  07:03  

28 05:31  06:57  12:19  03:16  04:00  05:40  07:02  

29 05:32  06:58  12:19  03:15  03:59  05:39  07:01  

30 05:33  06:59  12:19  03:15  03:58  05:38  07:00  

 

Asr 1: Maliki, Shafii and Hanbali schools (single shadow length) 

Asr 2: Hanafi school (double shadow length) 
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Rocket Science is a monthly newsletter produced by the Mount Albert Islamic Trust. 

Rocket Science editorial board 

Editor in chief: Dr Adam Brown 
Board members / writers: Dr Sharif M A Fattah, Ismail Waja, Sheed Ali, Azoora Ali, Tazkiya Ali 

Circulation manager: Sharif Nazre Hannan Saadi 

 

Disclaimer: Any material or information posted on the Rocket Science mailing list is the sole 

responsibility of the writer or contributor. The Mount Albert Masjid Board of Trustees, Rocket 

Science list owner, moderator(s) and editor(s) have no obligation to, and may not, review or 

agree with any item of material or information that anyone makes available through the Rocket 

Science list, and the Mount Albert Masjid Board of Trustees, Rocket Science list owner, 

moderator(s) and editor(s) are not responsible for any content of the material or information. 

Postal Address: P O Box 16138, Sandringham, Auckland 

Phone: (+64)(9) 629 4222 

Email: mtalbertmasjid@gmail.com 

Website: www.mtalbertislamiccentre.org 

Bank Kiwibank 

Branch St Lukes 

Address Shop 791 Westfield Shopping Ctr, St Lukes, Auckland 1025 

Bank phone (+64)(9) 846 3887 

Account name Mount Albert Islamic Trust 

Account no 38-9009-0739910-01 

 

Why attend Rocket Park jumuah? 
Prayers are held at the Senior Citizens’ Association building, Rocket Park, New North 

Road, Mount Albert. 

 Central location 

 Plenty of free parking 

 Facilities for ladies 

 Heating and air-conditioning 

 Bayan (religious talk) before jumuah prayers 

 All bayans and khutbahs in English 

 

NB We are only open for Friday prayers – not for the five daily prayers. 

 

Subscribing / unsubscribing 
If you have received this newsletter and want to unsubscribe (ie do not want to receive future 

issues), please send an email to masjidnews@gmail.com with “Unsubscribe” in the subject line. 

Vice versa, if you have received this newsletter indirectly, and would like to have future issues 

sent to your email address each month, please send an email to masjidnews@gmail.com with 

“Subscribe” in the subject line. 

 

Back issues of Rocket Science 
Missed an issue of Rocket Science? All our monthly issues are available online at the Mount 

Albert Islamic Trust website: www.mtalbertislamiccentre.org 

 

Swt, saw, as, ra 
swt: subhanahu wa ta’ala “Glory to Him, the Exalted” (when mentioning Allah) 

saw: salallahu alaihi wassalam “May the blessings and peace of Allah be upon him” (when mentioning Muhammad) 

as: alaihis salam “Peace be on him” (when mentioning other prophets) 

ra: radi allahu anhu/ha/hum “May Allah be pleased with him/her/them” (when mentioning members of Muhammad’s family, companions, etc) 


